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To position Beat.Box as the premiere music 
streaming platform for music lovers who want a 
unique and personalized listening experience.

OBJECTIVE



Visual-centric design,  heavy use of photography

Dynamic, active mood—users are on the go or 
engaged in an experience or with their enviroment

Focus on single user, but also pointing to 
collective: “I’m unique, and part of a movement.”

Competitor Visual Study



Competitor Visual Study

Modular structure/grid layout for content

Mostly neutral, minimalistic backgrounds

Emphasis on free sign-ups, ease-of-use, 
unlimited access — concise details of  
benefits and how-to’s



Keywords
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Color Board 1





Color Board 2



You probably haven't heard of them banh mi roof party tilde disrupt prism la croix taxidermy 
keytar ethical meditation church-key messenger bag plaid. Yr tilde +1 jianbing, affogato sartorial 
swag hot chicken roof party polaroid ugh edison bulb twee intelligentsia.

You need a little dummy text for your mockup?

HIPSTER IPSUM

Heading: Bitter Bold, 30px
Sub-Heading: Bitter , 22px
Paragraph: Dosis, 16px

You probably haven't heard of them banh mi roof party tilde disrupt prism la croix 
taxidermy keytar ethical meditation church-key messenger bag plaid. Yr tilde +1 jianbing, 
affogato sartorial swag hot chicken roof party polaroid ugh edison bulb twee intelligentsia.

You need a little dummy text for your mockup?
HIPSTER IPSUM

Heading: Oswald Bold, 30px
Sub-Heading: Oswald Medium , 22px
Paragraph: Avenir Medium, 16px

You probably haven't heard of them banh mi roof party tilde disrupt prism la croix taxidermy keytar ethical 
meditation church-key messenger bag plaid. Yr tilde +1 jianbing, affogato sartorial swag hot chicken roof party 
polaroid ugh edison bulb twee intelligentsia.

You need a little dummy text for your mockup?

HIPSTER IPSUM

Heading: Merriweather Bold, 30px
Sub-Heading: Merriweather , 22px
Paragraph: Lato, 16px

Typography



BEAT.BOX Logo: Ultra, 100px

Logo: Orbitron, 100px

Logo: Monoton, 100pxBEAT.BOX
BEAT.BOX

Typography
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BEAT.BOX Music That Expresses You

GET FREE

6 BEATS 
Sponsored ads

BEAT.BOX
FREE

Unlimited BEATS 
No ads

SIGN UP

BEAT.BOX
DELUXE

$9.99 per month

Choose Your BEAT.BOX Experience

BEAT.BOX

You win a free ticket. 
Where would you go?

PARIS
JOHANNESBURG
RIO

Create Your BEATS

EXPRESS YOUR BEAT
It starts with a simple four-question quiz 
and a patented music matching algorithm 
that selects tracks to fit you. 

Beat.Box learns and adapts to your 
musical taste over time with new quizzes.

With Beat.Box, no two lists are ever alike.

BEAT.BOX is a new type of listening experience for the music 
lover who wants tunes that go beyond the generic. 

Say goodbye to pre-curated, one-size-fits-all playlists.

Say hello to unique, fresh, inventive lists that are instantly 
generated to reflect who you are, your tastes and 
experiences.

What is BEAT.BOX?

Discover BEAT.BOX

Try BEAT.BOX Free

BUT ONLY ONE YOU
A HALF BILLION STREAMING MUSIC LISTENERS

Discover Download Login Signup BEAT.BOX



BEAT.BOX Discover Download Login Signup 

We are avid music lovers who appreciate that music is 
universal, but that no two listeners are exactly alike. We 
wanted to create a platform that really, really got this. 
Beat.Box is our alternative to cookie-cutter playlists.

Work at Beat.Box

We are looking for passionate music lovers who are also 
designers, data scientists, developers, and marketing geeks.

Stargazer, Chef, Skater, Amateur 
Boxer, Real Housewives addict, 
Yogini…. 

Learn about the tech 
that powers Beat.Box 
(Warning: Jargon and data—geek material—up ahead!)

Meet the Beat.Box team

200M
Beat Lists

!
43M

Tracks

!
140+
Countries

"

20M
Users
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